Objective: To investigate the role of the posterior thalamus in controlling voluntary and visually triggered eye movements and ocular fixation. Methods: The latency to initiate saccades to peripheral targets (visually triggered) and in response to verbal commands (voluntary) was measured in three patients with unilateral lesions of the posterior thalamus, in normal controls, and in neurological controls with Parkinson's disease. On half the trials a fixation point offset simultaneously with target onset, and on half it remained visible. Results: Offset of the fixation point simultaneous with target onset decreased saccade latency for both voluntary and visually triggered eye movements in controls, but only for voluntary saccades in patients with thalamic lesions. Conclusions: These findings suggest that separate neural systems control fixation when making voluntary and visually triggered eye movements, and that the thalamus is involved in the control of fixation for visually triggered but not for voluntary saccades.
T he thalamus is a nexus connecting the subcortical and cortical oculomotor centres that orchestrate the coordination of voluntary and reflexive eye movements necessary for coherent visually guided behaviour. An oculomotor function for the central and posterolateral thalamus has been suggested by animal studies showing that saccades can be elicited by electrical stimulation of thalamic nuclei [1] [2] [3] and that single units in them are active in relation to saccades. 4 5 Abnormalities of voluntary and visually triggered saccades have been reported in patients with acute thalamic lesions, [6] [7] [8] [9] most of whom had hemispatial neglect. It is not clear from these reports whether the thalamus has a specific oculomotor function, or whether the deficits reported reflect the role of the thalamus in the control of visual attention. The current study examined the effect of chronic lesions of the posterior thalamus on voluntary and visually triggered saccades in three patients (none of whom had signs of neglect). It also examined the role of the thalamus in the control of ocular fixation by employing a fixation offset manipulation. On half the trials a fixation point offset at the time a target was presented instructing the saccade, while on the other half of the trials the fixation point remained visible until the saccade was initiated. In normal individuals, the presence of a fixation point temporally overlapping presentation of the target increases the latency for both visually triggered and voluntary saccades. 10 
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METHODS
Participants
Three patients with thalamic lesions who had sustained haemorrhages centred in the posterior thalamus ( fig 1) were tested 10-16 months later after obtaining informed consent. One patient was a woman with a right sided lesion (age 54) and two were men with left sided lesions (ages 54 and 61). All were independent with varying degrees of contralesional motor and sensory deficits. None had any obvious oculomotor deficits at the time of testing, and none had any signs of visual field defect, hemispatial neglect, or visual extinction on conventional bedside tests: confrontation testing of visual fields and extinction; drawing and cancellations tasks. In addition, 16 neurologically normal individuals (nine men and seven women, mean age 67.5 years) and 14 hypokinetic patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease (nine men, five women, mean age 66 years; all on medications) were also tested. We previously examined the effect of chronic lesions of frontal and parietal cortices on ocular fixation, 12 and this study included a group of patients with subcortical pathology, not involving the thalamus, as a further neurological control.
Procedure
Saccade latency was measured with an Eye Trac 210 scleral reflectance device (Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA) interfaced with a PC computer. ''Presentation'' software was used to present stimuli and to sample eye position at 1000 Hz. This output was analysed with custom software to calculate saccade latency and direction when threshold velocity reached 50 deg/sec.
After an inter-trial interval of 2500 ms, each trial began with a display (presented on a NEC Multisync video graphics array monitor; Mitsubishi, Japan) consisting of a black background on which were a white fixation point and two unfilled 2.4˚white squares located 10˚to the right and left. Participants maintained their gaze on the fixation point (a white filled circle measuring 0.7˚) for a variable interval of time ranging between 700 ms and 1300 ms, after which a target was presented instructing them to make an eye movement towards one of the peripheral boxes. In separate blocks, saccades were made either to visual stimuli (a white, 1.8˚asterisk that appeared, randomly, in the left or right box and remained visible until response) or in response to the words ''right'' or ''left'' (presented randomly from a speaker in front of the participant). For both tasks, on a random half of the trials the fixation point offset simultaneously with target presentation and, on the other random half of the trials, the fixation point remained visible.
The experimenter monitored eye position on a slave scope that replicated the display viewed by the participants and also plotted a cursor indicating eye position recorded by the Eye Abbreviations: FOE, fixation offset effect Trac. The trials on which the participants failed to maintain fixation, or blinked, before the target was presented were marked as ''bad'' trials by the experimenter by pressing the mouse and were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Experimental sessions consisted of one block of the visual target task and one block of the auditory target task, with 80 trials in each block. Two of the patients with thalamic lesions were tested in five sessions and one was tested in six sessions, with the order of the tasks counterbalanced across testing sessions. Each control was tested in one block of each task in a single session with the order counterbalanced across successive subjects.
RESULTS
Errors
For the control groups, the trials excluded from the analysis due to a failure to maintain fixation or blinking were infrequent: 3% of trials were excluded for the normal controls and 1% for the patients with Parkinson's disease. In contrast, 15% of trials were excluded for the patients with thalamic lesions. With visual targets, errors in which a saccade was made in the wrong direction were rare (,2% for all groups). The three groups did not differ in the number of direction errors when making voluntary saccades (normal 9%, Parkinson's 8%, thalamic lesion 7%).
Saccade latencies
Normal controls
After excluding responses greater than three standard deviations from the mean, the mean saccade latency for correct responses was calculated for each condition in each subject. A 26262 repeated measures ANOVA included, as within subject factors, task (voluntary saccade v visually triggered saccade), field (left v right saccade), and fixation (offset v overlap). Saccades had shorter latencies to visual targets than in response to verbal commands (F 1,15 = 85.9, p,0.001), and when the fixation point offset simultaneously with the target presentation, than when the fixation point overlapped the target (F 1,15 = 14.6, p = 0.002).
Controls with Parkinson's disease
After excluding responses greater than three standard deviations from the mean, mean saccade latency for correct responses was calculated for each condition in each patient, and an ANOVA was conducted as for the normal participants. As shown in fig 2, the results of the patients with Parkinson's disease were similar to those of the normal controls. The Figure 1 T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging scans of the three patients with lesions centred in the posterior thalamus, obtained with 1 mm slices. The top panel depicts the regions of overlap. Lesions were reconstructed (http://www.cla.sc.edu/ psyc/faculty/rorden/mricro.html) and normalised using statistical parametric mapping. The colour scale indicates the number of patients with a lesion involving that area: purple, one patient; green, two patients; red, all three patients. 
Patients with thalamic lesions
For each session, after excluding responses greater than three standard deviations from the mean, mean saccade latency for correct responses was calculated for each condition in each patient. A 3626262 mixed ANOVA, with session as the random factor, included ''patient'' as a between subject variable and, as within subject factors, task (voluntary saccade v visually triggered saccade), field (contralesional v ipsilesional saccade), and fixation (offset v overlap). The results are given in tables 1 and 2 and in fig 2. Saccade latencies were longer for voluntary saccades than for visually triggered saccades (F 1,13 = 124.5, p,0.001). Saccade latencies were shorter when the fixation point offset for voluntary saccades, but not for saccades to visual targets (F 1,13 = 11.3, p = 0.005). All three patients showed a difference in the fixation offset effect (FOE) for the two tasks (table 2), and the difference in FOE magnitude did not differ among the three patients (F 1,2 = 0.44). Separate ANOVAs for each saccade task confirmed that the FOE was statistically reliable in the voluntary saccade task (F 1,15 = 17.3, p = 0.001), whereas there was no effect of fixation offset for the visually triggered saccade task (F 1,15 = 0.14).
The 95% confidence interval of the difference for the FOE magnitude in the visually triggered saccade task for the normal subjects was 6.7 msec to 32.4 msec. As shown in table 2, in two of the three patients with thalamic lesions the magnitude of the FOE was below the lower limit of this range, and in the third patient (patient 3) it was at the lower limit of this range (9 msec); in this patient, the FOE effect in this task did not approach statistical reliability (F 1,5 = 3.1, p = 0.14).
Critically, not only did the patients with thalamic lesions not show any FOE for the visually triggered saccade task, but, as the ANOVA reported above revealed, in contrast with both control groups, they also showed a reliably smaller FOE in the visually triggered saccade task than in the voluntary saccade task. In normal participants, the 95% confidence interval of the difference for the FOE magnitude for the two tasks-that is, voluntary saccade task FOE minus visually triggered saccade task FOE, was 219.4 msec to 9.4 msec. All three patients fell outside this range: patient 1 = 23 msec, patient 2 = 12 msec, and patient 3 = 33 msec.
A marginally significant three way interaction of patient 6 field (F 1,13 = 3.04, p = 0.083 reflected the fact that one patient (patient 2) had longer latencies for contralesional saccades than for ipsilesional saccades for both the voluntary saccade task (F 1,4 = 13.0, p,0.025) and for the visually triggered saccade task (F 1,4 = 15.3, p = 0.017). The effect of field did not approach statistical reliability for either task in patients 1 and 3 (p.0.13 in all cases).
DISCUSSION
The novel finding of the current study is that chronic lesions of the posterior thalamus have a specific oculomotor effect on the neural control of ocular fixation. A fixation offset manipulation was employed to measure the degree to which a visual stimulus at fixation inhibited the initiation of either voluntary or visually triggered saccades. The patients with thalamic lesions showed normal FOE for voluntary saccades, but no FOE for visually triggered saccades. Moreover, neither the Parkinson's controls reported here, nor patients with parietal or frontal damage whom we recently studied, 12 failed to show any inhibitory effect of a fixation point on visually triggered saccades.
Although the region of common lesion overlap in these three patients is the posterior thalamus, it is also the case that, in addition to damage to thalamic nuclei, there is also disruption of fibres of passage-in particular, the posterior limb of the internal capsule. Consideration must be given to the possibility that the abnormality of ocular fixation could be due to interruption of the fibres connecting the parietal cortex with the superior colliculus. However, since the same findings were not observed in patients with parietal lesions, 12 this account seems less likely.
The cells controlling the visual grasp reflex towards new signals appearing in the visual periphery are located in the superior colliculi. 13 14 In the rostral pole of each colliculus are cells that are active during fixation (even in the dark) and whose activity is further increased by a visual signal at fixation. These fixation, or pole, neurones help keep the eyes from moving. Caudal to the fixation neurones, and inhibited by them, are cells (commonly referred to as movement cells) whose activity helps the eyes move to a new position. Visually triggered eye movements, then, are controlled by an opponent process involving intrinsic collicular circuits: there is mutual inhibition between the visual grasp reflex, activated by abrupt signals in the visual periphery and mediated by more caudal movement cells, and the fixation reflex, activated by visual signals at fixation and mediated by rostral pole neurones. Together, the activity of these two types of cell determines when and where the eyes will move. .0) 451 (10.7) 387 (11.7) 417 (9.7) 323 (6.8) 325 (9.3) 297 (6.5) 299 (7.1) SEM, standard error of the mean. The offset of a fixated stimulus prior to, or simultaneously with, the onset of a peripheral target disinhibits the visual grasp reflex and speeds reaction time to initiate an eye movement to the target. The benefit of fixation offset on saccadic latencies was first reported by Saslow 16 and has been termed the fixation offset effect (FOE). 17 Fixation offset paradigms compare latencies to make eye movements when a fixation stimulus remains present at target onset with those when the fixation stimulus offsets. The FOE is thought to result from changes in cellular activity in local inhibitory circuits within the superior colliculus that are triggered by the offset of a fixated stimulus. 18 When a fixated stimulus offsets, the activity of fixation neurones decreases and eye movement latency is reduced. 14 19 Conversely, stimulating fixation neurones just prior to or during an eye movement can delay or arrest the eye movement. 18 This finding is consistent with the demonstration that unilateral microstimulation of the rostral superior colliculus inhibits movement cells in both colliculi. 13 18 Together, these neurophysiological findings suggest that when fixation cell activity decreases in response to fixation offset, movement cell activity increases, disinhibiting the visual grasp reflex and speeding reaction time to initiate an eye movement to a peripheral target. In normal individuals the FOE is present for voluntary saccades as well as for saccades to visual targets. 10 We have recently shown that normal individuals can strategically modulate the FOE independently for these two types of saccadic eye movements, 11 and have suggested that the control of fixation for these two types of eye movement might have different neural substrates.
In the current study we confirmed that normal older individuals, as well as patients with Parkinson's disease, have an FOE for both voluntary and visually triggered eye movements. In patients with thalamic lesions, a normal FOE was observed for voluntary saccades but no FOE for visually triggered saccades. This dissociation provides further evidence that the control of fixation for these two types of eye movements have different neural substrates. These results suggest that the thalamus is part of the neural circuitry controlling fixation for visually triggered saccades but not for voluntary saccades.
Bender and Baizer 20 have previously attempted to examine the effect of kainic acid lesions of the thalamus on ocular fixation in monkeys. They employed a ''step paradigm'', similar to that used to study visually triggered saccades in experiment 1, except that offset and overlap conditions were tested in separate blocks. They observed no effect of kainic acid lesions on saccade latencies for either offset or overlap conditions (although, interestingly, their figures do reveal a trend for saccade latencies to be shorter after lesioning, similar to that reported here). They concluded that the thalamus does not play a role in controlling eye movements, and suggested that the effects of thalamic lesions on eye movements reported in earlier studies of humans and animals might have been due to damage to fibres of passage. However, in the pre-lesion testing, their paradigm did not produce an FOE-that is, saccade latencies were not shorter in the ''step'' condition than in the overlap condition even in normal monkeys. Their study, therefore, was unable to test for an effect of thalamic inactivation on the inhibitory influence of a fixation stimulus.
The absence of the FOE for visually triggered saccades in patients with thalamic lesions could reflect either a failure of fixation neurones to be activated by the fixation point, or a failure of fixation neurones to be released from inhibition when the fixation point offset. Since latencies of visually triggered saccades in patients, for both offset and overlap conditions, were comparable to the latencies of controls in the offset condition (see fig 2) , it seems likely that thalamic lesions reduce the responsiveness of collicular fixation neurones to visual stimuli in their receptive fields. This loss of the inhibitory influence of a signal at fixation results in a disinhibition of visually triggered saccades to peripheral visual signals.
It is worth noting that, not only was the FOE preserved for voluntary saccades, but that its magnitude was comparable to controls. In a previous study of a patient with surgical resection of the pulvinar it was reported that, in a visual search task (that is, a task involving voluntary eye movement), there was an abnormal prolongation of fixation on each stimulus. 8 We found no evidence for this kind of ''sticky fixation'' during voluntary eye movements in our patients with chronic lesions.
The inclusion of Parkinson's disease patients as neurological controls for the current study was motivated by two recent studies by Briand and colleagues in which visually guided saccade latencies were compared with those in normal controls under conditions of fixation offset 21 and fixation overlap. 22 Fixation offset was not manipulated within the same experiment but, rather, in two separate studies. Parkinson's disease patients had shorter saccade latencies in the experiment where fixation overlapped the saccade target, but were not different from controls in the ''gap'' condition in which fixation offset. Together these results raised the possibility that, like the patients with thalamic lesions reported here, the presence of a fixation point might have less of an inhibitory effect on visually triggered saccades in Parkinson's disease. However, the current study, in which fixation offset was systematically manipulated within blocks within the same experiment, revealed normal latencies, compared with normal controls, for both offset and overlap conditions. Moreover, we report the novel finding that the effect of a fixation point on voluntary saccades is also not different from normal controls.
One of the three patients (patient 2) had longer latencies for contralesional than for ipsilesional saccades for both voluntary and visually triggered saccades. Figure 1 reveals, however, that the lesion in this patient not only resulted in more complete destruction of the pulvinar than in the other two patients but that, unlike the other two patients, his lesion also extended to involve the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus. Because of this difference in morbid anatomy, and the inconsistency of the visual field asymmetries in the saccade latencies in the group as a whole, we cannot conclude from our results that the posterior thalamus has a critical role in generating either voluntary or visually guided saccades. The key finding of this study is that chronic lesions of this part of the thalamus disinhibit the neural system of ocular fixation and that there appear to be different neural substrates for controlling ocular fixation for voluntary and visually triggered saccades.
